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Abstract 

This paper describes different types of L system and its mathematical representation. L system is one of the rewriting grammars. 
Using any type of L, string will be generated. Then the string can be represented as a picture. That picture may act as a basic 
structure for large picture, which contains more than one basic structure. This large picture will be obtained by recursively 
generating the string, which has the basic structure. In this paper example of some string and its structures are also discussed. 

Index Terms— L-system, axiom, context-free L system, turtle,terminal,non-terminal 

 

1. Introduction 

L-System is a string rewriting method. L-System is invented by A.Lindenmayer in 1968.An L-system is 
mathematically defined as a quadruple (V, A, P) where, V is a set of alphabets or symbols can be replaced by 
production rules. A is a single axiom. Axiom is a string of some variables and/or constants. The axiom is the initial 
state of the L-system. P is a set of production rules defining the way variables can be replaced with combinations of 
constants and other variables. A production consists of two strings - the predecessor and the successor. In Chomsky 
grammars, productions are applied step by step, whereas in L-systems they are applied in parallel and 
simultaneously replace all variables in a given string. L system generates string of symbols. These strings can be 
interpreted in several ways. Interpreting the string of symbols with 2D graphical elements is the well-known L 
system interpretation. This type of interpretation is referred turtle graphics. A state of the turtle is defined as (x, y, 
α), where (x, y) is the Cartesian coordinates. It represents the position of the turtle, and α is an angle, called as 
heading. It is interpreted in the direction of turtle is facing. If d is the given step size and δ is the angle increment, 
the turtle will respond to commands represented by the set of symbols F, f, +, -. The commands of the symbols are 
described below.[2] 
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F – Describes the forward movement of length d. After the forward movement the state of the turtle is (x’, y’, α), 
where x’= x + d cos α and y’=y + d sin α.  

Then a line will be drawn between points (x, y) and (x’, y’). 

f - Describes the forward movement of length d without drawing a line. 

+ - Represent the left rotation of angle δ. After the left rotation (x, y, α + δ) will be the state of turtle. The positive 
orientation of angles is counter-clockwise. 

−  - Represent the right rotation of angle δ. After the right rotation (x, y, α - δ) will be the state of turtle. 

The L-Systems are classified in to different types depending upon the grammar used. 

• Context-free L system (OL systems) or Context-sensitive L system (IL systems). 

• Deterministic L system(DL systems) or Non-Deterministic L system. 

• Bracketed L system 

• Propagative L system (PL systems) or Non-Propagative L system.  

• L system with tables (TL system). 

• Parametric L systems 

• L systems with extensions(EL system) 

2.  Context-Free L System (Ol Systems) 

Here the production rules are in the form of A -> β.  A is a predecessor. Predecessor is a Variable or non-terminal 
symbol. β is a successor. Successor is a combination of terminal and non-terminal symbol.[1] 

A.Example 

Original L system for growth of algae: ({S, T}, {T}, {S -> S T, T -> S}) .Here, T is the axiom, S and T are 
alphabets. S -> ST and T -> S are production rules. The graphical representation of the growth is shown in the 
following structure for 6 steps. 
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3. Context-Sensitive L System (Il Systems) 

Selection of production rule depends on the context of predecessor string. There are two types 1L system and 2L 
system.1L system consider only one context.2L system consider two contexts.[7] 

Production rule format for 1L system  

left context < predecessor >∅→successor (or) 

∅ < predecessor > right context →successor 

C.Production rule format for 2L system  

left context < strict predecessor > right context →successor 

Example is  ({a,b},{baaaaaaaa},{ b < a > ∅→ab, b →a}) 

Step 0: baaaaaaaa 

Step1: abaaaaaaaa 

Step 2: aabaaaaaa 

Deterministic L system (DL systems) 

A symbol or a string will have only one production rule. That is always a predecessor symbol is replaced by a same 
successor.[3] 

Bracketed L-systems 

In bracketed L system a predecessor will be replaced by a successor word which has axial tree. If there is a axial 
tree, a new data sequence will be generated.[3] 

Example: 

({a,b},{a},{a→ ab,b→a[a]}) 

Step 0: a 

Step 1: ab 

Step 2: aba[a] 

Step 3:aba[a]ab[ab] 

F. Propagative L system (PL systems)  

A propagative production has the general form:  predecessor →successor. The successor word contains at least two 
symbols. That is predecessor can be replaced by more than one successor symbol.[8] 

G. Non-Propagative L system 
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A non-propagative L-system has productions in the form: predecessor →successor.[9].Here the successor string 
contains only one symbol. The length of the string is set in the axiom and  remains  the same  after each  derivation 
step. 

Some sample structures generated by the L system are given below 

 

Sierpinski curve has axiom axiom = A  and production rules  A→B-A-B, B→A+B+A,  + → +,  - → - with angle 
60°.[4] 

Dragon Curve has axiom = 'Fl' and production rules F → F, l→ l+rF+, r → -Fl-r, + →+,- → - with angle 90.[4] 

Hexagonal Gosper curve has axiom = 'XF' and production rules F→ F, X→ X+YF++YF-FX--FXFX-YF+, Y→-
FX+YFYF++YF+FX--FX-Y, +→+, - → - with angle 60.[5] 

Plant generation I has axiom = 'F' and production rules F→F[+F]F[-F]F, [ → [, ] → ], + → +,   - → - with angle = 
25.7.[4] 

Plant generation II has axiom = 'X' and production rules F→ FF, X→F-[[X]+X]+F[+FX]-X, [ →[ , ] → ], +→ +, - 
→ - with angle 22.5.[4] 

Hexagonal kolam has axiom = 'X' and production rules F→ F, X → [-F+F[Y]+F][+F-F[X]-F], Y → [-
F+F[Y]+F][+F-F-F], [ → [,  ] → ], + → +, - → - with angle 60.[5] 

Mango kolam has axiom = A---A and production rules F → F, f → f, A → f-F+Z+F-fA, Z → F-FF-F--[--Z]F-FF-F--
F-FF-F--, [→ [, ] → ], + → +, - → - with angle 60.[6] 

Penrose tiling has axiom = [7]++[7]++[7]++[7]++[7] and production rules 6 →81++91----71[-81----61]++, 7→+81-
-91[---61--71]+, 8→-61++71[+++81++91]-, 9→--81++++61[+91++++71]--71, '1' → '', [→ [, ] → ], + → +, - → - 
with angle 36.[6] 
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3. Conclusion 

This paper considers various types of L system and application of those L systems in generating patterns. Here we 
have discussed some patterns which can be generated using the existing L system. This study about L system tells 
that L systems are applied to generate the patterns which are having linear structure and the linear structure itself is 
used to produce the curved shape. In future L system can be extended to generate curve structures.  
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